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MEMBER BENEFITS: 3 PROPONENT
PERKS YOU SHOULD BE USING
Besides our world-class education programs, one-on-one business
consultations and trove of insightful business guides and templates, Proponent
offers our members a wide range of opportunities to save money, tap into our
extraordinary network and identify your most pressing business opportunities.
Here are three of the most popular:
Bobby Jones / Sunice Discount
This discount program has saved
many of our members thousands of
dollars in apparel costs. You can order
anything in these catalogues at 50
percent off wholesale with the Bobby
Jones logo on it, and 30 percent off
wholesale without the logo. Check out
page 17 in this newsletter for more
details on how to place an order.
Private Members-only Facebook and Coach Now Discussion Groups
More than 500 of our members take part in our two
private discussion groups, one on Facebook and one
on CoachNow (formerly Edufii) These groups can be
very helpful answering any teaching or business
question you may have. If you are not in our groups
now, just email: lbombka@proponent-group.com to
be added.
The Proponent Punchlist
This exclusive member workbook and scorecard includes 30-plus subcategories of management and business strategy. In most cases a new
Proponent member will find they are proficient in many of these areas, adequate
in some and in need of considerable help in others.
Our goal is to see you get more from your business’s strengths while helping
you address any weak areas so they no longer pose an obstacle to future
success. We suggest you go back over the entire list annually, and use your
yearly review to re-prioritize your greatest opportunities as well as your most vital
needs. To download your own copy, visit the Proponent Punchlist menu on the
members’ website.
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NEWS
REPORT FROM DENVER:

TAKING IT ONTO THE COURSE–HOW
TO LEVERAGE PLAYING LESSONS
The prestigious Castle Pines Country Club outside Denver was the setting
earlier this month for a one-day Proponent Group education event—on a
topic currently receiving lots of attention from teachers. "Get Your
Students On Course,” led by Andy Hilts with backing from Dan Sniffin,
Trent Wearner and host professional Don Hurter, attracted a capacity
turnout of 28 golf instructors, about half Proponent members and half
non-members.
In a discussion
session that led off
the day, one
attendee described
the approach his
students take to
lessons and
practice then
declared, “I need to
get them off the
range!” Further
roundtable giveand-take showed
that students need
to be educated
about playinglesson formats and
the role of teacher
and student out
there on the
fairways. “Students
are often surprised
when the pro
doesn’t play,” Hilts
discovered. “They
don’t know
whether their
teacher is going to
Dan Sniffin (top) and Trent Wearner talked on course instruction
quietly observe, or
during Proponent’s Regional Event at Castle Pines in Denver.
give lots of
instruction, or introduce games—they’re in the dark, unless things get fully
explained up front.”
Another insight that emerged involved emotions—turns out the student can
get into a deep funk during a playing lesson, because the results of his bad
shots have “real world” meaning. “That’s where Trent does something very
effective,” Andy notes. “He’ll skip the tee shot and bring his student directly to
a trouble spot then drop the ball. Now the player can take on the plan-execute
challenge without the embarrassment of having put himself in that
predicament.”
All told it was a valuable day of learning on a highly relevant topic. The
event was recorded on video, and will soon be available to view on the
Proponent Group website. — David Gould
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WHAT OUR MEMBERS
ARE WATCHING
MOST-VIEWED PROPONENT
VIDEOS THIS MONTH
One of the most popular
benefits on our member
website is the Webinar/Video
Archive, loaded up with
presentations from Proponent
events over the past 11 years.
Check out the top speakers in
the industry, sharing their
insights to help you improve.
In April, these were the 10
most-watched videos:
1) Iain Highfield - Incorporating
Mental Game Techniques in
Practice for Your Students
2) Cameron McCormick -The
Journey to High Performance
3) Dr. Rob Neal and Layne
Savoie - Short Game: What the
Experts Do
4) Alison Curdt - Tapping into
Your Best Golf
5) Mike Bender, Martin Hall,
David Leadbetter, Lynn
Marriott, Cameron
McCormick and Pia Nilsson Summit “Super Panel”
6) Mark Sweeney - Green
Reading Through AimPoint
Technology
7) David Orr - Putting:
Coaching the Tour Player
8) Ryan Dailey and Matt
Reagan - The Future of Golf
and Your Coaching Business
9) Matt Frelich - Using
TrackMan for Player Development
10) Bill Davis and Darren May
– Every Ball Counts: Merging
Elite Coaching and Golf
Intelligence
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2018 COMPENSATION SURVEY

A DEEPER DIVE INTO THE TECHNOLOGY PROPONENT
MEMBERS ARE USING EVERY DAY ON THE LESSON TEE
This year, for the first time,
As for video analysis,
we are following up after
there’s a continuing shakeup
our 2018 Proponent
in this segment, with V-1 losing
Group Compensation
almost one-third of its
Survey results were
Proponent Group user base in
revealed to go deeper into
2017—sliding from 48 to 32
some of the subpercent market share. Taking
categories. This month
up some of the slack are Hudl
we’re looking in a bit more
at 19 percent, TrackMan at 12
depth as to how much and
percent and Swing Catalyst at
which technologies are
9 percent. TrackMan and
being used by our
Swing Catalyst each more
iPhones and iPads are used for filming by 86 percent of members.
members now.
than doubled their video
Members using launch monitors/Doppler radar units to
analysis user base last year.
teach continued to climb from 81 to 86 percent over the
Over the past three years, the percentage of members
past year. The lowest category was Independent
posting student swings to a cloud-based server has
Contractors of which 76 percent now have a launch
increased from 52 to 63 percent.
monitor while all Academy Owners reported that they are
For the first time we asked members to list all other
using this technology now.
teaching technologies that they or their facilities have
TrackMan jumped another 3 points to 50 percent—so,
purchased. Those used by more than 10 percent of the
exactly half of all members now use that system. Their
respondents include: Blast Motion Sensor (58 percent),
biggest competitor, FlightScope, dropped from 29 to 27
Boditrak (41 percent), Science and Motion (SAM Putt
percent, widening the gap to nearly a 2-to-1 ratio of
Lab) (30 percent), Swing Catalyst (13 percent), K-Motion
members using TrackMan versus FlightScope. This is the
(K-Vest) (12 percent) and Game Golf (11 percent).
largest gap in the 10 years we’ve been measuring this
Scanning further down the list, TOMI is in use with 8 percent
category. In third place was Foresight at 11 percent.
of our coaches while Gears was mentioned 5 percent of the
On the video-capture side of things, Apple products
time, Arccos 4 percent and Focus Band 3 percent.
continue to dominate but for the first time iPads were most
We also asked for the first time if the member’s facility
used for capturing data, at 47 percent, with iPhones
has at least one hitting bay outfitted with a simulator and
second at 39 percent. Casio cameras were in a distant
more than one-third (34 percent) said they are equipped
third place at 6 percent.
with at least one simulator bay.

A MONTHLY LOOK AT THE JOB MARKET: MEMBERS ON THE MOVE
Members who have recently moved into new positions include:
Kelley Brooke has taken over the instruction operation at
Bethpage State Park in Farmington, NY.
Russel Johnson is the new Lead Instructor at Pinewood
C.C. in Munds Park, AZ.
Brian Varsey is now the Director of Instruction at Metropolis
C.C. in White Plains, NY
If you’ve recently made a move, please let us know at
lbombka@proponent-group.com.
Kelley Brooke

Brian Varsey

New Job Postings include:
Legacy Golf Performance Center in Phoenix, AZ is hiring a Teaching Professional.
Golf Channel Academy with David Impastato in Batavia, IL is hiring a Teaching Professional.
GOLFTEC is hiring Center Managers in Quail Springs, OK and Bountiful, UT
For complete details visit the Job Board on the Members’ website.
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IN DISCUSSIONS ABOUT RANGE USE,
YOUR EXPERTISE IS EXPECTED
By Andy Hilts, Director

This month’s newsletter looks at tech
options and programming to enhance
the golf practice experience and bring
new energy to greengrass ranges.
As our story (see page 9) points out,
some of these “changes at ranges” are
geared toward entertainment and others
are designed to help serious golfers
achieve meaningful improvement.
The more this trend gets talked about, the more you may
wonder what effect it will have on the range where you teach. It
would make total sense for the facility’s owners or managers to
get your take on these matters—and very likely they will or
already have. Either way, it’s important you study what’s going
on and develop a well-considered point of view on what’s worth
investing in, and why.
Beyond price, there’s another consideration—the confusion
factor for golfers as they view various data points and attempt
swing adjustments on their own. My career has included
extensive work with young golf coaches just starting out, and
even with decent training they often struggle to grasp all the data
at their disposal. It worries me to think about all the do-ityourselfers out there, as they interpret various metrics on-screen
and guess at ways to make the numbers come out better.
Don’t get me wrong—technology is something I value highly. I
appreciate what it’s done for golf instruction and I look forward to
what comes next. Having more ranges outfitted with Toptracer or
TrackMan is going to give coaches great diagnostic tools and
help their students improve faster. However, for facilities that can’t
spend that kind of capital, I still think we have many ways to
engage customers and better utilize our practice facilities. Again,
since the range is your “home away from home,” you ought to
be the thought leader at the club in suggesting how this facility
can be better utilized—often for very little hard cost.
So, spend a little time thinking about your current range usage.
What are the peak hours and how much revenue are they

generating? When is it slow and in need of more activity? Can you
do something after dark on the range to find new revenue? Are
there times of year when the course is closed but the range could
be open, or vice versa? Are there slower times when you could
get greater ROI by hosting an event? Here are some possibilities:
• Recently my family spent an evening in a friend’s back
yard with a projector and an inflatable movie screen
watching a Hollywood classic. The kids loved reliving the
drive-in movie experience, as did the adults. Of course,
during a film everyone needs some popcorn or other food
and beverage option, and your club would certainly be
glad to provide it, at a profit.
• Try spicing up your demo day with a wine tasting or craft beer
tasting that a local spirits rep or brewery will host—most likely
at no charge, if they are able to sell their wares on-site.
• Change the mowing pattern and height slightly around the range
to create a two- or three-hole course. You could also create a 9hole short-game course with tee markers and a scorecard.
Challenger golfers to get up and down 9 times for a par of 18.
• Create your own Mike Bender-style wedge range complete
with four-by-four concrete slabs. Again keep score—actually,
keep “course records” in various categories.
• Once a week set up your putting green with holes to play.
Think Bandon’s Punchbowl. Keep score, post the five or 10
lowest totals and award at least nominal prizes.
• Take it beyond golf—a climbing wall would only take up a
small section of the range. In keeping with the seasons, use
your range for an egg hunt at Easter and a July 4th event,
complete with barbeque, fireworks, decorated bikes (or golf
carts) and a kids’ carnival with a bounce house and other
amusements.
Whatever you do, I would strongly suggest you add music. I have
been to several clubs that have music playing from fake rocks and
it completely changes the vibe. People start talking more, getting
social and having fun versus just grinding ball after ball.
Whatever you do, be the thought leader, offering expertise and
ideas. Helping your club maximize engagement and revenue as
this trend unfolds will allow you to keep building your value.

PROPONENT GROUP CALENDAR

SAVE THE DATE: One-Day Event in Las Vegas
on August 13th. Details upcoming in the June Newsletter.
SAVE THE DATES: Proponent Summit ’18 will be
November 4-6 at Cowboys Golf Club in Dallas, TX
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IMPACT LOCATION

TrackMan 4 uses its optically enhanced dual radar technology and a patent
pending process to capture clubface impact location and dynamic lie angle
with astounding precision.
Get going in seconds and switch seamlessly
between left and right-handed players.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
WORKS ON ANY CLUB.

NO STICKERS REQUIRED.
PURE, NON-INTRUSIVE DATA TRACKING.

UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL
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$800 BILLION WAS PAID OUT BY
SOCIAL SECURITY LAST YEAR – YOUR
TURN TO BENEFIT BECKONS
By David Gould, Staff Editor

American workers check their pay stubs, lament how
much is withheld for Social Security and Medicare, then
turn on the TV news and hear once again how much
fiscal pressure these safety-net programs are under.
Some of the younger ones become cynical and
decide they’re paying into a fund that will be gone by the
time they retire. Even those who believe the programs
will endure have a negative association with Social
Security, based on comments from financial planners
about over-reliance on Social Security benefits for
retirement income.
That’s all well and good. Meanwhile, Social
Security paid out $798.7 billion in benefits last year.
Among the recipients were retirees who, for the last
25 years or so, have been hearing about the
program’s solvency troubles. These folks all
deposited their monthly checks and they’ll cash the
checks that come next month, too.
If there were no Internet—or if the Social Security
Administration didn’t have a well-designed website, which
it does—it would be difficult to offer useful advice to golf
instructors about the program. But the SSA’s website is
indeed a valuable tool and resource as you move along in
your working life, planning as best you can for your last
couple decades “on this side of the grass,” as Arnold
Palmer used to say.
If you haven’t done so already, there is no decent
reason not to go to www.ssa.gov and open an online
account. At the same time, you may want to go to the
personal/financial files on your computer and create a
folder where you can store screenshots of your projected
monthly cash benefit.
That information comes when you click open your
“myssa” page (a month or two after you’ve filed your
federal taxes each year) and capture what the SSA is
telling you about your future monthly amount. You then
store these annual screen grabs marked with the date of
their capture in a cumulative file. Your account with the
SSA does a good job of archiving annual taxableincome amounts (for Social Security purposes—these
max out at $128,400 currently), as you’ll see by clicking
the historical “Earnings Record” button, but the ups and
downs of your projected benefit is something you’ll need
to store yourself if you want to track it. About $4,000

monthly is currently the top end, but that’s nothing to
sneeze at. And if you’re part of a dual-income couple the
combined benefit can be pretty significant.
And the reason for compiling these records? They are
more or less psychological. But as we all know, the
process of working, saving, budgeting, investing and
planning for income security in old age has a heavy
psychological element to it.
So, if Joe Golf Instructor can scroll through annual
screenshots that track the steady increase (there can
be downticks, too, in years when taxable-income
goes down) in what the government at least expects
to be paying him each month from his mid-60s
onward, it’s a nice motivator. Those benefits, as
projected, can help Joe continue psyching himself up
to prepare for late-life financial dealings, including
maximizing investments in IRAs and other plans that
come with preferential tax treatment.
It’s more or less a national pastime to question how the
government does business and predict financial train
wrecks for our most prominent social programs. But while
you’re indulging in that sort of commentary, set up an
account on the Social Security website and keep tabs on
what the feds will one day owe you.

Now You Have FOUR Ways
to Find Answers to All of Your
Business and Career Questions

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
ALL OF OUR OPTIONS

Contract Negotiations • Proprietary Compensation Information • Marketing Issues
Business Plans • Job Search Assistance • Public Relations • General Career Advice
Management Action Plans • Resume Review • Website Design • Logo Design
Teaching Building Design and Construction • Social Media Marketing • Instruction Trends

Our Unique Members-only Website

Access to more than 100 presentations from the top industry experts and world-class instructors
whenever you need it, only on our members-only website. Plus, more than two dozen business templates
and guides ready for downloading at any time.

Our Member Mentors

Tap into the combined knowledge of more than 100 of our members who have offered to assist fellow
members by sharing their expertise in dozens of relevant topics. Just find your topic of interest and contact
those listed for advice to tap into our membership’s shared wisdom.

Our Private Edufii and Facebook Groups

Ask our Private Facebook or Edufii groups of more than 450 Proponent members your questions
and you’ll get answers from your peers across North America.

Our One-on-One Consulting

For our full members, call our office anytime you need help with a career or business-related issue.
We talk with dozens of members each week and provide recommendations and advice
in dozens of areas that can affect your bottom line.

Log on to www.proponent-group.com or call 407-878-1235
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INDUSTRY TREND:

CHANGES AT RANGES, AS TECH
AND ENTERTAINMENT SWEEP IN
By David Gould, Staff Editor

The clubhead makes impact and launches a striped ball

or less a clone of Topgolf, Drive Shack will soon have one
of its $25 million facilities going up across the street from a
Topgolf in the Glendale suburb of Phoenix. Would you
want to own a mom-and-pop range down the road from
those two behemoths?
Meanwhile, the southern Plains seems to be ground
zero for high-tech, fun-factory complexes that follow the
Topgolf model but have no stated plans to scale up and
become chains. Metro-North Crossing in Kansas City, Mo.,
when completed, will feature a “golf and entertainment
complex with 64 climate-controlled, technology-enhanced
hitting bays and suites on three levels,” with Troon Golf on
site to manage it. Troon is also managing a Topgolfinfluenced facility in Lubbock, Tex. branded as 4ORE! Golf.
A few hours to the east In Tulsa, Okla., we find Flying Tee,
a golf-meets-tech-meets-swinging-nightlife emporium.

toward a target at 170 yards. After a brief glance down
range, the golfer turns to a monitor on the side of his hitting
bay. It’s the year 2023, and golfers at ranges seldom watch
the full flight of a shot anymore. Technology that displays
instant analytics—or links the golfer socially in “virtual”
games and contests—has seen to that. If you’re a golf
operator or instructor who finds such a scenario
convincing, you might ask yourself: Is this a good thing?
It used to be that you could serve the ball-hitting public
by acquiring a few acres for landing area and tee space,
plus a picker, a ball washer and a shack for the attendant
to sit in. Your basic range might have no instruction
program, or it could
have a hardworking teaching
pro down one end
of the tee with
some practice aids
and a camcorder.
We’ve left those
minimalist days
behind and
entered the age of
Topgolf, Toptracer,
TrackMan Range,
the new startup
Drive Shack and
other shiny
configurations of
sensors, cameras,
servers and
screens. Top-tier
golf instructors
used to be the
ones who owned
and controlled
gameimprovement
technology, now
it’s popping up
around them as a
competitive tool
for the facilities,
TrackMan Range uses a few of their radar units to track every shot hit on a range and then send individual golfers
themselves. More
their data in real time if they have the accompanying app on their smartphone.
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For all its flash,
Flying Tee is also
where Tracy
Phillips, the Golf
Digest No. 1 Best
in State teacher,
hangs his hat,
charging $100 for
a 45-minute
lesson. Highquality coaching
helps grow the
game and “golf-otainment”
concepts like
Topgolf might
also help grow it
—the jury is still
out on that
question.
Meanwhile, what
about the
opposite effect?
Traditional golf on
regulation
These millennials feel at home in booth-style seating at a facility equipped with Toptracer Range technology.
courses has
witnessed a steady outflow of participants, and that trend
and ask about laying fiber-optic cable for their new TrackMan
could theoretically increase as tech-and-entertainment
Range product. To date, TrackMan Range has been tested at
complexes pop up in every metro market. Picture it: Joe
Carl’s Golfland, a famous Michigan practice complex, but only
Golfer keeps on swinging, but he steers clear of the 6,500for a few months. The much-admired company’s new system
yard “real thing” and gets his golf fix with a low-frustration
provides golfers in every bay instant information on eight
alternative.
performance numbers,
Proponent Group
including ball speed, launch
member Erik Sorenson is
Greengrass Ranges Put the Hitting angle, launch direction, height,
currently building a golf
carry and total distance.
on Hold, for other Uses
center of his own design in
At Newbury Golf Center,
Newbury, Mass., about an
trenches a crew had dug to
Relatively lean times for the golf industry have led
hour north of Boston. It’s a
lay other infrastructure were
to a lot of outside-the-box thinking, which one can
process that’s led Sorenson
still open, making this a
only applaud. When it comes to alternate uses of
to think long and hard about
convenient time for the task.
range landing areas, there are clubs that hold dog
the balance between serious
Sorenson considered it but
races on them (house pets, not greyhound
practicers, pure fun-seekers
chose not to green-light the
thoroughbreds) courses that use them for frisbee
and the golfers in between.
installation, citing current cost
festivals …and that’s just the beginning.
An entrepreneur in his
levels for TrackMan Range.
Dunwoody Country Club in Atlanta creates a
position could load up his
“It’s $50,000 a year just to
campground environment on its range, with live
new practice complex with
maintain the system, and
music by nationally known musical acts. The
technology that best serves
that’s after you’ve made a
Dunwoody range is also used for overnight family
one group or another, but
large original investment,”
camping, highlighted by a barbecue, scavenger
probably not all of them
says Sorenson. “I put a
hunt and fishing derby. Other events that use
equally. It’s a reality that
pencil to that a couple of
range space at Dunwoody include a 4th of July
focuses Sorenson on careful
times and I just couldn’t find
Celebration, an Easter Egg Hunt, a Halloween
cost/benefit calculations for
positive ROI on it.” The
Carnival and a movie night. Admittedly, it’s a relief
each tech option.
upside for TrackMan Range
to hear that at the end of the sleepover event all
One recent day at his 27is certainly promising, given
camping gear must be off the turf by 6:30 a.m., so
acre property,
how much value it delivers
that golf balls can once again fly.
representatives of TrackMan
from one end of the tee line
arrived to tour the grounds
to the other. That said,
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instructors like
Sorenson have
played a waiting
game with the
company on pricing
in the past, and
could do so again.
The odds of that
happening could get
a boost from positive
early reviews for
Toptracer Range,
with its significantly
lower price point.
Installation of
Toptracer Range is
free—revenue to
the manufacturer
comes through
leasing the
equipment. A round
figure of $225 per
bay, per month, is
what the range
operator would be
Toptracer Range’s early results are encouraging. Some locations report revenues nearly double in Toptracer bays.
looking at. For that
you get a monitor showing the tracer-path of each shot, plus
company’s super-successful Haggin Oaks driving range,
data on distance, ball speed and launch angle.
which is open 24/7 in season. Woods has made many a
Perhaps most relevant in any comparison-shop between
visit to the Topgolf center in Sacramento, studying the entire
Toptracer Range and TrackMan Range is the trial factor. It’s
arrangement of the booths in detail.
possible to test the value of the Toptracer product in just a
“A very knowledgable guy at Topgolf explained to me
few bays, at a quite manageable investment. The early word
how much attention is paid to booth design, and how the
on the system, as a business builder, is that it can nearly
focus is on the four or five people who aren’t hitting,” says
double revenue in the bays where it’s installed. An operator
Woods. “The person hitting is engaged in the golf part of
could fairly easily run a test to find out if that’s the case.
the experience, but your visit to any Topgolf is mostly about
Sorenson points out that the visiting golfer who plugs
the booth—the colors, the materials, the heights of
into Trackman Range and starts taking live swings that kick
everything, climate control, how traffic moves around.
out lots of data is “walled off” from the facility. That’s an
They’re on about their 20th iteration of that, to the point
issue for him, on the engage-and-retain front.
where they’ve got it pretty much perfected.”
“I want that guy’s email address and I want his data,
Woods is doubtful whether a “1950s-era range” such
which isn’t possible currently,” says Sorenson, though he’s
as the one at Haggin Oaks could be retrofitted to
been told that TrackMan is working on a solution. A quick
provide a setting that’s even reminiscent of Topgolf. “We
document with an “I accept” button at the bottom of it would
could spend big and still end up with an awkward space
seemingly be the fix, although certain
and cables running everywhere,” he
privacy issues have to be dealt with.
muses. That being said, Woods does
“The person hitting is
Here’s a curveball Sorenson has
know of a standalone range in
been pondering, as he studies his
engaged in the golf part of
southern California whose owner is
range-tech options: The booth-style
testing this concept. He’s got one
the experience, but your
seating configuration that Topgolf
group of bays now configured as a
visit to any Topgolf is mostly booth, rentable by the hour, equipped
borrowed from bowling alleys may be
significantly more critical than people
about the booth—the colors, with Toptracer tech and staffed by a
realize. Mike Woods, a golf
the materials, the heights of drink server who comes by to take
professional and top executive of
orders. If the results of this range
everything, climate control, experiences are as desired, we’re
Morton Golf in Sacramento, Calif., is
looking hard at the Toptracer Range
how traffic moves around.” looking at an if-you-can’t-beat-‘emsystem for potentially deploying it at his
join-‘em story in the making.
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WHAT I’VE LEARNED:
RICH PRANGE

JIM FLICK GOLF PERFORMANCE CENTER, SCOTTSDALE, AZ
INTERVIEW BY PAUL RAMEE, JR

As director of instruction at Desert Mountain Club
in Scottsdale, AZ., Proponent Group member
Richard Prange oversees a small golf kingdom of
game-improvement activity. The well-traveled
Indiana native grew up as one of five golf-obsessed
boys, all but one of whom would go on to become a
golf professional. At Desert Mountain, a six-course
(soon to be seven) mecca that’s home to the Jim
Flick Golf Performance Center, Prange is
responsible for doing whatever a D of I possibly can
to help members enjoy and enhance their golf
experience.
The latest training concepts and by all means the
latest technology is employed to make that happen.
Skill levels of the students and clinic-goers run the
gamut, and just about every digital device and
platform you could name is available to get the job
done. Paul Ramee recently interviewed Rich about
his life and career, and files this report.
Richard, thanks for taking time to do this
interview. I’ll begin by asking how you got into
Prange comes from
a large golfing
family. Three of his
brothers and he are
PGA Class A
Professionals.

golf and eventually
made your way to your
current position?
I can set the stage by
telling you I have four
brothers, and four of the
five of us are Class A
PGA professionals. We
grew up just east of
Indianapolis.
My brother Bob is
two-time Teacher of the
Year, once in the Indiana Section and once in the
Vermont Section. Another brother was Illinois
PGA Player of the Year, another played on the
South African Tour and the Canadian Tour, so
we’ve been around.
I’ve also got a niece who was a two-time First
Team All-American at the University of North
Carolina and won The Big Break 5, as well.
So yes, golf is in our entire family.
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While very proficient
with all the latest
technologies, Prange
still understands
“the value of a
simple pool noodle”
in getting his point
across to a student.

That’s a lot of different journeys within golf, for
the Pranges. How would you describe your
personal path?
I’ve led the classic nomadic life of a golf pro. I went
to junior college in Fort Myers, Fla., then transferred
to Ball State and then in 1981 I moved to Southern
California and worked at a club called Big Canyon.
The members were kind enough to sponsor me and
I set out to play competitively for a while. I spent a
lot of years looking at my ball flight and continually
asking why the ball curved left.
In 1982 I ran into Jim Hardy working at a public
facility in Palm Springs. I worked with Jim for a while
then he referred me to Shelby Futch and the
Jacobs Golf Schools in Scottsdale. I signed on with
their instruction staff in 1983. By 1986 I had opened
the Jacobs Golf School at the Palm Springs
Marriott. I continued on from there, to Marco Island
in 1991 and then back west to Tucson National in
1995. In between I got married and spent time in
Northern Michigan working for the Boyne Company.
In 2006, I met Mike Scully, who recruited me as
his director of instruction at Medinah Country Club.
He and I were at Medinah until 2012, when Mike
resigned and went to Desert Mountain. Six months
later I joined him there and I’ve been at Desert
Mountain now for five years.
With all that moving around, you probably came
across some really cool individuals. Who were
some of the mentors that helped your career?

Well first would be John Jacobs, the Brit, who was a
Ryder Cup captain for Great Britain & Ireland in
1979 and again in ’81. He taught me about ball
flight principles. He was the best I’d ever seen at
diagnosing, explaining and then correcting the golf
swing. He was always willing to stop and ask what
you were doing and he was the greatest at
explaining. I still quote him daily, often multiple times
in a day.
Next would be Jim Hardy. To me Jim’s work
seemed to be geared toward making the golf
instructor better. He was so good at explaining why
we shouldn’t mix principles. Both of these guys,
John and Jim, were great sharers of information.
Do you believe we have gotten away from
sharing information face to face? Is it too easy
to go on YouTube and see a tip from a great
instructor?
I think the art of communication has changed. The
greatest opportunity to improve your communication
is to instruct at a golf school. With 75 people in a
school, you have many different ways that people
process information. In your first group you could be
working with a Type A engineer who is a 2handicap, a guy who can’t get enough of your time.
Then you make your way down to group No. 2 and
you ask Mrs. Jones why she is here and she will tell
you it is because her husband in group one
dragged her here. But, with today’s millennials—
and I joke with them all the time about it—the older
generation of teachers has to be receptive to how
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During peak season
Prange will
typically be in his
office by 6:45 a.m.
and often teaches
until 6 p.m.

they communicate, which is different. We need to be
open to the new way of communication.
How about when you teach the millennials?
You have to speak in open-ended questions and
have them tell you what’s going on. Questions like
“what did you feel?” are always a good way in. Then
you teach them using their terms and create a
personalized checklist for them. Eventually, by using
their own language, they can fix their own ball flight.
Video and launch monitors are great, but when the
player can recognize the ball flight, understand their
tendency that created that ball flight, take a few
practice swings to change the tendency, then they
own their swing.
Technology, a pro or con?
It has given the instructor more ways to assess a
student or explain to a student the cause-andeffect of their swing. As coaches, the more tools
we have to assess our students—whether it be
through TPI, Swing Catalyst, video or a launch
monitor—the more confident we can be with their
corrections. The one negative is that swings get
contrived, as students try and “get into positions
rather than flow through positions,” to use a phrase
I find myself repeating often.
We have access to hundreds of thousands of
dollars of Doppler technology here at Desert
Mountain, and while we incorporate all of it at

various times to overcome specific issues, it’s still
pretty amazing what a 99-cent pool noodle can do.
In addition to swing strategy within the
performance center, we partner with fitness
instructors at our wellness center who will create
workouts to integrate and reinforce what our
students learn in our sessions.
You must have some great stories from some of
your family golf outings—any that you can
share with us?
Well, as we’ve matured our matches have
become much more civil, but I do remember
inviting the brothers to Medinah and having my
brother David choose to wear his Boo Weekly
camo shirt for the occasion. It was so we
couldn’t see him searching for his ball when he
“hooked it into the (expletive) woods.”
We typically only get together once a year so
bragging rights last a while. Last year I shot my
age, 55, on an executive course to hold the title.
Through the years the family part has been
great. We get together and play and it’s
competitive, same as it was when we were all
playing the game professionally.
And now you are moving onto another
generation of golfers.
At Medinah, we have averaged 170 kids a summer.
Watching the progress from year to year is really
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Desert
Mountain has a
full complement
of teaching
tools and
facilities to help
Prange take the
best possible
care of his
2,000 members.

special. To speak to your question on a personal
note, my son would rather be skiing, but the
instruction he received at a young age—he’s now
26—has stuck with him, even though his idea of golf
is a few cold brews and just enjoying the day.
What is a typical day for you?
I arrive at 6:45 in the morning and return emails and get
my admin work done. Then I head out to teach, though
not like I did at Medinah, from 8 a.m. until 6 p.m. Now
having said that, I did just glance at today’s sheet here at
Desert Mountain, and although it is 34 degrees, we
have 26 golf lessons booked, four clubfitting sessions
and a green-reading clinic at 2 p.m. In season, we might
see over 30 lessons and a clinic every day.
What about the rest of your teaching team,
they sound like they stay pretty busy as well?
They do. With roughly 2,000 members, of which
approximately 500 are here year-round, instruction
at Desert Mountain is a 12-month job. We only
teach our membership and member-referred
guests. We have five full-time instructors including
myself, utilizing our instructional bays, outside
instruction area and a great short-game complex.
What does a first lesson look like?
All instructors provide a questionnaire to assess
skill level, physical issues, goals and so forth. As

the first lesson concludes the communication to
establish frequency, drills and practice habits must
be addressed. The instruction itself must create a
true diagnosis and explanation of a player’s
tendencies or what you might call their “consistent
inconsistencies,” another phrase I find helpful.
What happens when the member heads back
north after the winter season? How do you
communicate with their northern instructor?
It’s all about communication. Its impressive how
avid and loyal our players at Desert Mountain
are. If they use one of us here, they will continue
to communicate with us throughout the year. But
again, with a couple thousand members, I have
made numerous phone calls to instructors and
head professionals to discuss what we are
working on and why we are working on that
particular thing. So, we trade notes as the
golfers are coming and going, and that helps.
With such a busy facility, how much on-course
training happens?
That really isn’t an issue. With so many golf
courses, we can typically find a place. And after
2:30 p.m. playing lessons aren’t an issue at all—
we can just pick a course and schedule a time.
That is also when we do our on-course clinics and
our rules clinics.
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EXCLUSIVELY FROM BOBBY JONES,
JUST FOR PROPONENT MEMBERS
All current product from Bobby Jones’ and Sunice outstanding mens’
and womens’ lines is available for personal use to
Proponent Members at outstanding preferred pricing:
WITHOUT MANUFACTURER LOGO: 30% off standard wholesale pricing
WITH MANUFACTURER LOGO: 50% off standard wholesale pricing
Check out all the options at bobbyjones.com and sunicesports.com. To place
a personal use order – or for pricing on bulk orders for outings, golf schools
or other student usage – contact Customer Service at 800-561-3872.
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IS BOWLING’S PAST GOLF’S FUTURE?
By Lorin Anderson, Founder

Fifty years ago there were 12,000
bowling alleys in the United States.
Their business was all about leagues,
consisting of players who signed up to
participate at least once a week—for up
to 30 weeks a year. It’s not that way
anymore. League play used to
represent 70 percent of overall bowling
participation—today it’s down around
40 percent. Meanwhile the number of
bowling centers has decreased to 5,500. The United States
Bowling Congress reports that over the past 20 years the
number of bowlers in leagues dropped 36 percent, from 4.1 to
2.6 million participants.
Demographics and shifts in usage patterns have been
dramatic. Those league regulars were generally serious,
committed bowlers who worked blue-collar jobs. Today the
clientele is mostly occasional bowlers. They are typically whitecollar and show up for an entertainment experience more than
for competition. Twenty-five percent of all current bowlers come
from households with more than $100,000 in income. Nearly
half of them (46 percent) are girls and women.
What has this meant to the operators of bowling alleys and
what, perhaps, should those of us in the golf industry learn from
bowling’s recent history, as golf moves forward?
First, it’s telling that the sport has seen a split (no pun
intended) in how bowling centers target their customers. There is
the fast-dying old-style bowling alley and there’s the new,
contemporary-design center. The latter includes more and better
food-and-beverage options and it caters to open-play customers
such as families and teen groups.

Indications are that bowling is gaining in popularity once
again. This is a case of an industry adapting to change:
Centers re-tooled to match the expectations of the clientele
that's currently most interested in the game.
The most successful centers take F&B very seriously and
usually have additional activities besides bowling. Some offer a
destination restaurant that is popular even with non-bowlers.
What this tells us is that demand for bowling is elastic, based
upon the style and quality of the atmosphere.
A great example of adjusting to new consumer demand
came years ago in Kansas City when a suburban bowling alley
burned down. A consultant brought in to assist with the rebuild
conducted research. It showed that the “blue-collar, beerdrinking male regulars” whom the owner considered his core
market were outnumbered—by a group that was white-collar
and 51 percent female. His redesign reflected this discovery:
Art Deco decor, cocktail seating, large windows and an upscale
menu saw business double after reopening. Sales of food and
drink quadrupled and the center was able to charge a 35
percent premium for bowling over its competition.
What does all this mean for golf facilities? Golf has an elastic
demand too. When we match the changing demographics and
higher entertainment expectations to what golf has to offer, a
rebirth of interest in the game can be seen.
It’s all about matching your product to your audience—give
people what they want and they’ll be back for more. Topgolf and
others have shown us the possibilities of matching golf to the
entertainment and social wants of today’s user, even as ballhitting toward targets remains the centerpiece of the experience.
Those in golf who think like the owners of old-style bowling
alleys will soon be dinosaurs. Those who match their offerings
to the shifting market – as the new bowling centers have
successfully done – will find new success.
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WELCOME PROPONENT GROUP’S
NEW MEMBERS FOR APRIL

WALL STREET'S VIEW OF THE GOLF
INDUSTRY? IT’S SUDDENLY BRIGHTER

RILEY ANDREWS, Trilogy Golf Club/Dove Valley Ranch
Golf Club, Gilbert/Cave Creek, AZ – Full Member
JUSTIN FOSTER, Ridgewood Country Club, Danbury,
CT – Associate Member
HELEN KURTIN, St. Louis Golf Academy, Maryland
Heights, MO – Full Member
LUCAS McCAW, Essex Golf and Country Club, LaSalle,
Windsor, Ontario – Associate Member
TRACY SCHOOLER, Hickory Stick Golf Club,
Greenwood, IN – Associate Member

Has your clubfitting business enjoyed a notable uptick lately?
If so, that would be in line with what’s happening for two of
golf’s biggest OEM manufacturers, Callaway and the Titleist/
FootJoy pairing owned by Acushnet Brands.
Excellent news for both companies means the big media outlets
won’t be inclined to write negative stories about the golf industry
—a few high-profile data points knock the legs out from under
that story line. Some highlights from recent reporting:

• Callaway had net profit of $63

‘WE ARE GOLF’ REPORTS 22
PERCENT INCREASE IN U.S. GOLF
ECONOMIC IMPACT
The industry’s annual trek to Washington to talk to
politicians about the game’s significant economic activity
included a new study conducted by TEConomy Partners
that showed $84.1 billion in economic activity directly
driven by golf in 2016, a 22 percent increase since the
2011 report. The golf industry reportedly also supports
1.89 million jobs and $58.7 billion in wages and benefits.
Highlights from the breakout showed:
• $34.4 billion in revenue from golf courses, clubs,
resorts, driving ranges and other facilities
• $7.2 billion in new-home construction in golf
communities
• $6 billion in golf equipment, apparel and supplies
• $2.4 billion in professional tournaments, associations
and player endorsements.

million, or 65 cents per share,
in the 1st quarter of 2018,
versus $26 million (27 cents a
share) in Q1 of 2017

• Acushnet, for its part, reported

a 9.5 percent year-over-year
growth for Titleist golf balls in its
Q4 2017 earnings

• Callaway’s stock price is up 74

percent over a three-year period Jim Cramer

• Acushnet’s stock price is up 35 percent since its initial
public offering in late 2016

• Golf Datatech just released a report showing a 23 percent

increase in wood sales in March year-over-year, and a 46percent increase in wedges.

If a loud voice endorsing equipment sales is useful to the
industry, we’ve got it in the person of Jim Cramer, who’s
been touting prominent golf stocks for many months now.
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